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Executive Summary

Uganda Harm Reduction Network (UHRN) held a community dialogue on sexual and
reproductive health and rights for young drug users-IDUs /sex workers (15-28yrs) most
affected by HIV (who are its members held on 9th Aug 2013.

The purpose of the dialogue was to engage its members the young people most affected by
HIV in a discussion about HIV and sexual and reproductive health and rights also document
their views on HIV and sexual and reproductive health and rights; experiences with HIV and
sexual and reproductive health services; and perspectives on inclusion in policy-making
processes and all aspects of decision-making that affects their lives.

The sitting arrangement of the dialogue was in a circle form and it was to make sure that all
members were facing one another, freely share with confident and trust to one another.
During the introduction all participants  were  asked to  says their names and something  they
like  about  themselves eg I’m Taremwa Cloe and  what i love  about myself are  my big
round beautiful eyes. The mode of introduction helped all the members to speak out with
openness, laugh and also share about issues that affect them, e.g. their experiences in
accessing HIV and sexual and reproductive health services, attitudes and feelings about
sexual and reproductive health and rights, their experiences on pregnancy and children and
their experiences on influencing social or political processes and decision.

The dialogue was organised by UHRN, attended by 27 young members between the age of
15- 30 Refer to the attendance list (who are young people living with HIV, drug users-IDUs
and sex workers ), 3 UHRN staff including the Director, Jacquelyne Alesi Mugenyi from
Uganda Young Positives and focal person of ATHENA –LinkUp project in Uganda who was
invited as  an observer  but  ended up engaging in the discussion which really  made a great
impact and the dialogue was facilitated  by Kyomya Macklean an Individual activist of key
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affected populations, HIV , SRHR and Policy  advocate, Finally sponsored by ATHENA
under the Link up in Uganda.

The facilitator requested all participates to set the ground rules to be followed during our
meeting and among them are below; respect for one another’s idea, right to talk without
fearing one another, keep time when sharing, phones in silence, confidentiality should be key
and discipline should exempted in the meeting room.

After setting the ground rules the facilitator asked all participants what they know
about HIV/AIDS and SRHR in their own way.

Female young sex workers and drug users-IDUs experiences in accessing and using HIV
and sexual and reproductive health services.

Young drug users-IDUs and female sex worker experience on HIV and AIDS;

One of participants said HIV is a virus that causes AIDS and it’s acquired through
unprotected sex. Brain M.J said that a person infected with HIV/AIDS can be seen with
naked eyes before even he/she goes to the hospital for testing, he went ahead and said going
to the hospital is good but you can discover before even going to the hospital and you can tell
when you start getting symptoms such as on and off fever, hepizostor- locally known as
“kisipi”, cough, rushes and stress, once you see these signs its automatic that you are infected
with HIV.

Another  colleague  asked him if he knew or is affiliated to any organisation that provides
treatment and prevention  services for people living with HIV but  he was honest and said; “I
don’t know any organisation and even my  fellow drug users-IDUs whom we used to share
women with all died of HIV/AIDS, the facilitator asked  him if  he  has  ever  tested for HIV
but unfortunately he  said never because  he  is  scared to  go to the hospital for  testing
because most of the people in the community consider him as a “muyaye” ( an irresponsible
person, unemployed and idle) and  he  does not  know any organisation that provide  VCT or
HIV treatment to  IDUs , he  smiled and  said  actually  this is  the  first  time  i  have been
engaged  in such  meeting, otherwise we survive by the grace of God.

Another  drug user-IDU  said  we  have  had of TASO (The AIDS Support Organisation) but
for  us translated it as TASOBOLA KUWONA  meaning  “You can’t  get cured”. So  i  don’t
see  the reason why  i have to  for testing and treatment  when i can’t get  cured.

Jacquelyne Alesi also shared another touching story; where she was brought a young girl to
who was from Masaka District in central Uganda who had come to Kampala and stayed with
her step brother and later the brother wanted to sexually abuse her, she decided to run away
from her brother’s home and she opted to get work for herself. She tried  to  get  different

Sharing personal experiences is powerful and renewing. Our stories show how
human we are, they show that we laugh, we cry and have responsibilities just like
any other human being especially the adults who despise us.
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jobs  but  she  was  not being paid  so she  ended up on the streets doing sex work, When on
the streets  one  client  came to her and  asked  for her  if  she  could  offer him sexual
services  in his home and he promised to pay her Ugx 2,000,000, worth ($800). The girl
accepted and went with the   client. When  she  reached in the house  she  found out that there
was  another  client and the one who  brought her from the  streets was  just a broker. The
actual  client  asked  her  to suck his pus from his penis for the whole night and was ordered
to swallow it if not  she will die, after some times the young girl  realised, she  had contracted
the HIV/AIDS, so she  got  so stressed and decided to buy a book  where she can note all
clients/men she had had live sex with and sell live  sex  so that  she  could also infect others
not knowing that she can get re-infection which will be  more  dangerous to her  life.

Another participant explained to why he went for testing once; “I was forced to go for testing
after i had live sex with a Kenyan women whom i suspected to be “sick with HIV” after i had
received  a phone call from this Kenyan girl i had, had live sex with telling me that she is
HIV/positive.  So i thought i was going to die soon because i just sleep with any one that
come across me without using any protection and actually i do  this when am high on drugs
(after injecting myself with drugs), but when i am sober i don’t sleep with them. Besides i
even i don’t know how to use those condoms and i don’t have money to buy them.

Jacquelyne Alesi who had come as an observer ended up engaging in the  dialogue and told
the participates; “you should not take chances by sleeping with anyone without using
protective measures such as: condoms if can’t use protection then abstain please please........,
most of the participants laughed............ she went ahead and  said one can get HIV but does
not get AIDS, however  everything is  possible  you just have  to be careful by  being positive
about yourself , accepting yourself  and loving yourself despite  being HIV positive. But if
you  don’t  adhere to your  treatment or  use alcohol when on ARVs, share ARVs   and every
time  you are  under stress then you are  likely to get AIDS too and be admitted in the
hospital. Jacquelyne Alesi shared her personal experience and said for her she is HIV living
but she does not have AIDS and   she is in “discordant relationship (Discordant). Miiro asked
Jacquelyne how is this possible.

Jacquelyne responded by saying, it’s important to be tested by scientific medical doctors not
witch/herbal doctors and if positive then start off with treatment and if negative then continue
being  safe to avoid being infected with HIV. However there is what we call “window period
so you can only prove  that you are  really  negative when you at least test 3 times but  don’t
be  over excited  after testing only once. Then the other thing is when you test positive make
sure you still use all protective measures possible to make sure you avoid re-infection. But
also there is what we call “discordant couples” when they continues doing sex without
condom their can also be infections.

Judith told Jacquelyne that; for us young sex workers  it’s  a bit had for us to  negotiate  for
safer sex  because  some clients who are HIV positive will offer to give  us  good  money and
want oral sex and sometimes they are  good  looking physically and it’s hard for us to  refuse
this money. Macklean said HIV can be transmitted through many ways and among them are;
blood, semen’s Not sperms, virginal fluids and breast milk which Jacquelyne emphasised as
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well, it’s very important for us especially young people to practice safer sex. Even if its oral
sex we can still do it with a condom since you are not aware of the status of that client, no
matter how good looking they are, because  remember like Jacquelyne said we  can’t test
HIV/AIDS by mere looking at someone with our  naked eyes. You have just said that such
clients  give  good money  you  can always  use some of that money to  buy  some  good
condoms which have  good  scent and use  them for oral sex  and the  clients  do  not need to
know  that you have these condoms because some  clients  can be  very aggressive and
refuse to use them and remember “life  has  no spare parts” and the power is in your hands.

Family planning: Facilitator asked the young drug users-IDUs and female sex worker
where they access HIV and SRHR services, If they have ever tested for HIV and the
challenges they experience when accessing them?
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Loi, said it’s very  hard for them as  young female sex worker  because they are scared, the
doctor will ask them  to  bring  their  parents or  guardians especially and  yet  some of  us
are  guardians on our own. For example if i test positive they do not want to give me my
results they prefer to give my results to my parents or  guardians, its  worse when they come
to know  that  you are  a sex worker they  may not even attend to you. For me agave up life-
once i take my “weed” and go to the streets and earn for a living, life continues.

Ritah; “i’m affiliated to one of the organisation  which tested me but again they refereed  me
to the referral hospital where i  can  get  treatment,  now  i get my treatment and take it
treatment  very well, eat well though, i don’t  eat meat or  chicken  but  anything  that builds
up my  body and now i’m positive living and i stopped  doing  sex work, i work in  a small
super market close to my home”.

The female young sex workers shared that other places where they can access  services, are
Reproductive  health Uganda (RHU) though their  services are  expensive and  sometimes
we  don’t have  all that money to cater for treatment and food, so some times  we pay for food
to our health. The other thing at RHU is they don’t give the whole  package of  treatment  for
example HIV treatment-Prevention care, support services  and SRHR and same as MARPI
(Most At Risk Population Initiative) in Mulago referral hospital they only offer SRHR
services, but for MARPI the services  are  free. The other place we get treatment services is
Kampala City Council Authority (KCCA) referral hospitals, in KCCA you can get all the
treatment needed but the challenge is there is never enough medication for all people who go
there to access treatment.

Brian MJ said for him he resorted to “masturbation” and taking his “weed” (drugs) and this
is because he can’t access HIV and SRHR services anywhere because of who he is (IDUs).
When people see my red eyes and dreadlocks they judge me before even they talk to me and
this makes me feel bad, so  i decided to live in my own world, i have  also seen my fellow
IDUs dying of HIV with no one to help us and this made me scared of  getting infected with
HIV/AIDS.

The facilitator asked, how many of you have ever tested or know your HIV status? Only 7
raised their hands of the 27 participants who are young drug users-IDUs and female sex
workers in the room that have ever tested. The majority had never tested and do not know
their HIV status. They were encouraged to really go for VCT because its very important to
know your status.

Below are some of the challenges they experience in accessing these services; Brain
Ameto shared that if you get a girl and you want to buy condoms in the lodge or bar you
can’t afford them because the prices are doubled and this puts at risk of having un protected
sex.

Some young girls from Bwaise said the challenge of some condoms are; some condoms smell
bad, some are expired, some of us we  don’t know  how to use them eg one time  i tried it on
with my boy friend and it was dry so decided to turn it the other way round. Which is very
dangerous and could lead to transmission of the virus if the boyfriend was HIV/AIDS
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positive, sometimes we can’t constantly use them due to the fewer condoms available, some
condoms are too small for some of our clients because some men have got small penis and
it’s hard for them to use them and the condom can easily remain inside the virgina which can
lead to the risk of getting HIV infection and un wanted pregnancies.

Then the other challenges with the female condoms include; they are not accessible i mean
not available compared to male condoms,  we  don’t  know how  to use  them, and  also  they
take  long to  pick the body  temperature for one to use  it without the client noticing and  it’s
not effective for some of  us  who  take on many men for “short”  e.g having sex with  10
clients in 30 minute and also  for  some clients  who  like “kachapali” a style for westerner-
from Uganda (which is done by masturbating the  clitoris of the virgina with the  penis)- the
client may end up entering the virgina from the side living aside the female condom.
However it would be very good for us to have them if we can get access to them the better.

Another young drug -IDU said; when i was in my “cover” (hide out) i saw 3 University
students who were friends that had who came to our bar “Ganja Bar” in Kabalagala, i saw
them injecting themselves with one syringe and needle, he  also said the needles ans syringe
used are very expensive to buy and this is what makes many IDUs to share after all they
know  one another/friends, so he was asking if can one can get HIV through sharing a syringe
and needle even after washing it very well? The  Director of UHRN answered him and  said;
“sharing needles and syringes is very dangerous and the easiest way of transmitting the  HIV
virus for IDUs, even if  you wash it  a thousand times it’s  very  hard  for one to  completely
get rid of the blood clot of the  other person who  used it first especially  if he/she was HIV
positive and this  would mean immediate transmission of the HIV virus, therefore sharing of
needles and syringes should stop otherwise  this  puts  you at  risk of getting infected with the
HIV virus”.

Finally on this topic most of the participants asked the facilitator next time to bring samples
or “demonstration model” because they want to know how the; female condoms, male
condoms and some types of family planning such as pills, injector plan, moon bead, needles
and syringes for injecting drugs look like so that learn how they are used. Because some of
them said they have never seen most of the things we were referring too as mentioned above.

Family Planning and types of family planning /birth control methods available or you
have ever had of or  even used;

Some participants have had about them, some have not and other have even used them and
the most commonly used family planning methods include; injector plan, contraceptives,
condoms and masturbation for one drug users.

Some participants by show of hands mentioned these in the list as the other family planning
methods they know-general list; coil, abstinence, masturbation, injector plan, breast feeding
moon bead, withdrawer and contraceptives. However  some of these methods  also have  got
some challenges for  example; very few doctors know how to operate the coil, some
contraceptives pills, injector plan etc cause abnormal periods, one can get pregnant without
noticing even when you are  using family planning especially for the pills, get  expired in the
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medical stores and still be used and all the  above family  planning  methods are paid for
none of them you can get for  free anywhere Not even in referral hospitals.

Female young sex workers experience on sex and sexuality:

Francine is a 19 year old young, she was a virgin before she was raped early this year,
refugee from Congo and an orphan currently living with her uncle in Uganda. She was raped
by a man friend who is a fellow  Congolee in Feb 2013 after  he  had  invited  her  to go to
his  home  to  visit him  claiming that  he  was  sick and needed her help because he did not
have  any one to  help  him, unfortunately when Francine  reached  his  home , he instead
abused her and took advantage of her  innocence.

Before  she  left  home  Francine  lied to her guardians that  she  was  going to  school as
always but instead  she  went  to visit her  friend who had called her for help, but instead he
“raped” her.  She  said  she  felt  very  bad   and  disappointed  after  what had  happen to her
because this  was the  first  time  she  was having  sex with a person she hardly new. When
she  returned  home she  did  not  tell  anyone  of  what  had  happen  to her  because  she was
scared  of  what  had  happened to her  and besides  their  no one  she  could really trust and
freely  share  with her  experience.

In May 2013 Francine realised that she had  missed  her  periods and was also getting some
symptoms such as vomiting and feverish. When  she   asked  a friend  at school the  friend
told her  she  could  be  pregnant  and  this  made  her  more  angry  and  scared  because  she
did  not  know  what to do  and  how  to  tell  her  Uncle  or the  uncle’s  wife. She  said  she
tried to call the man friend to see whether he  could  help her out of this trouble but the
man  just  abused  her on phone and  told her that  she is lying and framing  him just to  get
money from him, this  made Francine very  disappointed and desperate.  Unfortunately due
to  these   symptoms her  Uncle’s  wife become  suspicious and  one  morning she asked  her
what  was happening  to  her  but  Francine  denied  guiltily.  That  evening  when Francine
returned  from school her  Uncle  called  her and   asked  her whether  it’s  true  that she was
pregnant?  She said her uncle was calm but looked very disappointed and sad. Francine just
started crying because she felt she had embarrassed and disappointed her uncle.

On the  following morning  Francine  wrote  a letter  to  her  Uncle telling him  of what
happened  to her, how  she  was  raped and that’s why she had  missed  her  period for 3
months.  So she had decided to go and commit suicide  so  that  she  can go  and follow  her
dead  parents and left the letter with her cousin sister to give it to her uncle, fortunately the
uncle had not left home for work so the  cousin sister ran very first and  gave the letter to
Francine’s Uncle and said to him that Francine want to  kill herself. Her uncle ran after her
and asked her how he could be of help in solving this matter because what she is proposing is
not the solution but there is another way they could work around things but they need to sit
and talk.

Francine was just crying and told her Uncle  that  she just want the “thing” (foetus) in her
stomach out because  every  time  she  thinks  of  what  happened to her  she  feels like she
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should die. So  the  uncle  gave  her  some  money and  told  her to  go to  a nearby  clinic
for help.

In the clinic  that Francine  was  given some  tablets 4 for  swallowing and  the  two  for
inserting in her  virgina and  told  to  go  back  home and  sleep, then  she  will  she  blood
coming like  she is  in her  menstruations  period though it will be a bit heavy than always,
which  she  deed. Her bleeding lasted for  3  weeks  and  did not  see  the  doctor  again or
any  gynaecologist. Surely this happened just like the nurse had told her.

The worst  part  was after the  man found  out that Francine  did  an abortion with the
support  of her Uncle he reported this  case  to Police  and Francine was  arrested and
detained  in Katwe police station for 2  days though  she  was  later  released  after  her
uncle  paid some  money to the police.

Francine is currently going through a lot of trauma, she is having abdominal pain and getting
virgina discharge and still reporting to the police station in Katwe. The man friend  is also
harassing the  family of  Francine especially the Uncle accusing  him of  being  a murderer,
that  they killed  his  child.  He also reported them to UNHCR lawyer (Interaid) though they
have not yet responded to this case.

Deborah from Bwaise said for example queer or commonly known as homosexuals need
your support (UHRN) because they often leave health settings without having their specific
sexual health needs expressed and addressed because of the fear of having their sexual
orientation revealed and shared to others by healthcare providers, the stigma within our
community also hinder them from accessing HIV/AIDS services. They get chronic symptoms
(like pain, itching, discharge, bleeding, sensation of rectal fullness, tenesmus, constipation,
and mucus streaking of stools) and infections that may generalize or result in painful sexual
experiences and infertility; all this has a negative impact on their physical, mental, and sexual
wellbeing as people/men who have anal sex with men.

Your experience on police harassment

Faridah Nasozi shared her story that; One day she was on the streets where she workers as
sex worker an night and on her way back home she was picked up by one  police  officer who
claimed to be a good  Samaritan willing to  save  her  from the  street, unfortunately she was
raped by this police officer along the way and  he  also asked the other 3 police officers he
was with to  rape me, all these four police officers  raped me  without even using a condom
and they later left me on the street unconscious, they took my money i hard got that night and
phone.  I  did not  report them because i felt  i would not be  helped since it was the  police
officers  who had raped me however i went to the witch doctors to bewitch them but nothing
happened.

Our Message: Police officers need to be friendly and supportive so that we are able to report
to them the violations we experience without fear including some secret experiences such as
“police rape and violence”.
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After 3 months i realised i was pregnant, could not trace these police officers who had raped
me, but thought of going for abortion, i tried to use “Ananda” a local herb, it did not help me.
So i decided to go KCCA a local referral hospital and  when i reached their  i  talked  to the
doctor and i had Ugx 45,000 ( around 20 UDS), the doctor told me he  was going to help me
though this  money  was not  enough, as i was sitting there waiting i  saw  a dead  body
wrapped in a black cloth, so i asked the  nurse what is  that the  nurse  told me  she just
passed away as  she  was trying to  do an abortion and it  was  the  same  room that i was
supposed to  enter for  my operation too. I decided to stay with the pregnancy and later i went
for antenatal care and in the process i was tested positive for HIV/AIDS. I later gave birth to
my baby boy and up to now i have my child but he does not have a father and he is in primary
school now.

Christine from Kasangati-Gayaza  also  shared her  experience on how the police is  harassing
them; the DPC (District Police Commander ) of Kasangati  harassing them every day, he
closed down the bar (Upland) and Guest House where  they  were  working from and  on
several  occasions he has come to the  guest  house  and  when he  finds  us in the  rooms he
sprays us with teargas or paper spray and arrests us, for example he one  time arrested 7
young girls,  security guard and Cashier. He charged cashier of running a “Brothel and
Promoting Drugs use” in the area and charged the girls and security girls of idle and
disorderly. For the girls to be  realised  he  asked  us to  pay Ugx 700,000 (worth 250 USD),
unfortunately  he  did not  realise them instead  he  asked them to  do community work and
then asked them to pay more money worth Ugx1200,000 (USD 480) for the same  girls who
the DPC said  were  prostitutes.

Christine also said that the DPC also enters the rooms looking for used condoms and takes
them with him that those are evidence to be used against them that they are prostitutes. So she
requested how UHRN can help them otherwise the situation is becoming to much for them
because this is repeatedly happening and now the girl have no more money to pay to the DPC
of Kasangati Police station.

Observations; The following are factors particularly affecting younger people who are
female sex workers and drug users-IDUs affected and living with HIV:

Recommendations:
There is lack of enough of information concerning HIV and SRHR among the young
drug users-IDUS and female sex workers so more need to be done to pass on the
information to others using other means such as local brochure.
Such community dialogue meetings need more time one day is not enough.
Such community dialogues specifically targeting young drug users-IDUs and female sex
workers should continue.
“Demonstration model” need to be used during the training sessions so that we are able
to tell what does what and when?.
More human rights trainings need to be conducted.
There is to document their experiences of HIV/AIDS in order to share these as part of
the effort to advocate for effective programs.
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 Lack of knowledge, information and experience among younger people who are
female sex workers and drug users-IDUs on HIV and SRHR.

 Lack of organisations which specifically support younger people and address their
issues and avail them with safer spaces where younger people who are female sex
workers and drug users-IDUs can share their experiences, learn and unlearn from one
another so that they are able to make informed decisions about their personal lives.

 Low self esteem among younger people who are female sex workers and drug users-
IDUs which limits them from accessing HIV and SRHR service and stand up for their
health and human rights.

 Stigma and discrimination from the community/public, where the young girls
involved in prostitution and drug use are seen as spoilt brats and criminals instead of
being supported to transit.

 Many mainstream organisations have  come up to work with younger people
unfortunately they take them as “victims of prostitution and  drugs” and this  limits
the confidence level of young people  from sharing the actual  problems  they
experience. For example; Currently its  only UHRN which is openly  working with
Young people who are drug users-IDUs  and sex workers but  this is  also a problem
to the organisation because  sometimes  some  partners  have  openly  refused to  work
with UHRN claiming that they are  promoting drug use and prostitution among young
people/youth.

The other  example  is  for  organisation working  with sex workers  in Uganda using
the  “human rights based  approach” they  fear to  include  young sex worker  because
they  might be  seen as promoting trafficking of  younger  person and this  has
completely  hindered young people  from accessing knowledge and information that
could be of  help to  their lives.

What participants liked about the dialogue was; the safe space which required each of them to
shares their experiences, because to some of them it was their first experience to be in such a
space.

Other photos below:
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Macklean’s final call to the young sexworkers and drug users –IDUs  who are living and
affected HIV/AIDS and SRHR.

-END-

Find Your Voice and Let it Out - The World Needs To hear
You! No one will do it better than you.


